Arizona: Weavers Needle
Summary
The best way to do this hike/climb is to plan it as an overnight event. With climbing and camping gear your pack is going to be quite
heavy. This made for one of the most physically exhausting hikes I have ever done. Views are spectacular, and there is not much
that can compare to camping out what feels as the top of the world with the moon and stars overhead.

Amenities



Cost: None
Parking lot, porta pottie.

Raw Numbers.
Length
(Miles)

Time Ascent
(Hrs.) (Ft)

Decent
(ft.)

Min
Elev
(ft)

Max Elev
(ft.)

10.0

12:30

3,650

2,183

4,538

3,650

Our Statistics
Average Speed
(Mi/Hr)
0.80

Hike Rating
(10 max)
10/10

Trail Quality
(10 max)
8.0/10

Trail Finding
(10= Hard)
3.5/10

Hike Difficulty
(10=Hard)
10/10

Hike Type
There, Climb, Campout and
back

Brief Trail Summary
Hardest Hike I have ever done. Hiking, Climbing Needle and Camping out on top. Fantastic views and wonderful adventure,
never to be done again (by me). 75lbs backpack, with camping and climbing gear make for a heavy lift.

Getting There
From Arizona State Capital Building to Peralta Trailhead Parking – Distance is 51.2 miles from the capital with drive time of
approximately 1:05 minutes. Peralta Trailhead parking.

Critters
We were pretty focused on the trail with all the extra weight, so I’m sure we missed a lot.
 Birds: Curve-billed Thrasher, Gila Woodpecker, Cactus Wren
 Prevailing Fauna: Saguaro Cactus, Teddy Bear Cholla, Prickly Pear Cactus, Ocotillo,
 Flowers:
 Critters: Big Horn Sheep at base of needle

What I Liked
Views were fantastic. Camping on top was great.

Where We Went Wrong
We initially missed the turn off of the main trail shortly (about 300ft) after the Pinion Campsite adding an extra 0.3 miles to the hike
in. Also coming out we were a bit off to the south, and had to go down stream a bit to get close to our original crossing and back on
the main trail. Best get a good look when crossing the stream coming in so you know where you need to cross getting out since this
area is prone to bush-wacking.
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Leg

Length

Title

Waypoints

01
02
03
04

2.3 mi
1.4 mi
0.5 mi
0.4 mi

05
06
07
08

0.4 mi
0.5 mi
1.4 mi
2.3 mi

Fremont Saddle
WN-01 → WN-04
To Trail Exit
WN-04 → WN-10
Scree Scramble
WN-10 → WN-14
Needle Climbs
WN-14 → WN-16
Camping on Needle – ½ way point
Needle Descent
WN-14 → WN-16
Scree Descent
WN-10 → WN-14
To Saddle
WN-04 → WN-10
To Car
WN-01 → WN-04

Cumulative
Distance
2.3 mi
3.7 mi
4.2 mi
4.5 mi
5.0 mi
5.6 mi
7.1 mi
9.4 mi

Leg Descriptions


Leg-01 Fremont Saddle: The bad news is that this is probably the most physically demanding part of the hike
although the third leg (Scree Scramble) feels much worst since you are nice and fresh for this leg. This is a sustained
2.3 mile uphill 11% grade climb pretty much for the entire leg. Shortly after you begin the hike at 0.3 miles (WN-02)
the trail crosses the streambed. At 0.5 miles (WN-03) the trail crosses the streambed again. Make sure to take a
minute and look back for the nice view of the valley (Photo-87250). Finally, at 2.3 miles you will have reached the
Fremont Saddle(WN-04). Take a break and enjoy the view of Weavers needle(Photo-8254).



Leg-02 To Trail Exit: Enjoy the much needed walk downhill that veers to the east and then back to the west (WN-05).
The trail then begins to parallel the streambed(WN-06) as you go down the valley occasionally meets the
streambed(WN-07). Eventually a faint unmarked trail heads east(WN-08), this is the Crosscut Trail intersection.
Remain on the main trail. Shortly, an open plot with a campfire ring marks the Pinion Camp(WN-09) you will need
to keep a sharp eye out because in approximately 300 foot and almost immediately after crossing the ravine, you
will exit the main trail. The exit(WN-10) is marked with an almost indistinct pile of rocks just off trail and next to a
large boulder. When we initially spotted this, we decided it was not our exit point an ended up hiking an extra 0.15
miles before back tracking and taking the trail.



Leg-03 Scree Scramble: Gird up your loins, the real work is about to start. Shortly after exiting the trail heading east
you will cross the streambed(WN-11). Make note of where you are maybe set a couple of Carins if there aren’t any
immediately in view. As you cross the streambed keep an eye out for more carins. Between the faint trail, and the
various carins, you should be able to trudge your way up to the base of the needle. While this section is only ½
mile, this is a 28% slope, and if you are like me you should be pretty tired already, so most likely this will be the
hardest part of this hike for you. Just take it one step at a time and take a moment or two to keep an eye out for
any Bighorn sheep that hang out around here. You are heading towards the rock outcropping that is in the middle
of the two peaks of the needle(WN-14). Shortly after reaching the rock outcropping and working north around to
the notch between the two peaks you will arrive at the first “Climb” of the next leg.
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Leg-04 Needle Climbs: While I was worried about this leg, not having climbed with a 75 lb backpack before, this
ended up being the easiest part of the whole trip. That being said, I have climbed for over 20 years now, and can
still handle a good 5.10. I will not get into the exact details of the climbs here, and would reference you to the
descriptions here For those details. I will provide a general thumbnail sketch /direction on what to expect. Only the
second “pitch” (Photo-8609) of this accent is an all-out climb, all other pitches entail mostly scrambling around with
short 15 – 25 foot section climbs. These are ankle-breakers (ie if you fall you shouldn’t die, just break an ankle) with
the exception of the last short push to the top, that small section of rock would be a killer if you fell off that one.
From the top of the second pitch you will find yourself in the nook of the two peaks. Your general heading as you
scramble up the mountainside is North, and roughly West of the mountain, although, It seems that you start slightly
East before heading in a more northerly direction. Fact of the matter is, this is not a very wide mountain, so you
should be able to stumble your way up. Finally after the last small pitch, you will find yourself at the first “Campsite”
with the other campsite directly behind the first one. These are just cleared areas with small rock walls for
protection against the wind. Setup camp, walk up to the peak(WN-16) where the register is and see if you can find a
spot in one of the many filled log books to document your journey.
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Hike Photos
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Photo #8250

Photo #8254

Photo #8573

Photo #8589

Photo #8605

Photo #8609
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Coordinates and Times
Item

Map
Ref

Hike In
Time/Miles

Hike Out
Time/Miles

GPS
Coordinates

Leg-01
WN-00

WN-00

N/A

N/A

WN-01

WN-01

N/A

WN-02

WN-02

WN-03

WN-03

Photo-8250

P-8250

WN-04

WN-04

0:07
0.3 mi
0:13
0.5 mi
1:07
1.9 mi
1:26
2.3 mi

12:30
9.2 mi
12:21
9.0 mi
12:14
8.7 mi
11:19
7.3 mi
11:03
7.0 mi

Photo-8254

P-8254

N33.39726°
W111.34799°
N33.39763°
W111.34786°
N33.40074°
W111.34852°
N33.40355°
W111.34874°
N33.41477°
W111.36195°
N33.41577°
W111.36483°
N33.41584°
W111.36507°

Leg-02
WN-05

WN-05

WN-06

WN-06

WN-07

WN-07

WN-08

WN-08

WN-09

WN-09

WN-10

WN-10

1:31
2.4 mi
1:34
2.6 mi
1:52
3.1 mi
2:04
3.6 mi
2:08
3.7 mi
2:12
3.7 mi

10:53
6.8 mi
10:46
6.7 mi
10:26
6.1 mi
10:14
5.7 mi
10:11
5.6 mi
10:09
5.5 mi

N33.41738°
W111.36412°
N33.41714°
W111.36566°
N33.42299°
W111.37091°
N33.42771°
W111.37400°
N33.42869°
W111.37547°
N33.42930°
W111.37617°

Leg-03
WN-11

WN-11

WN-12

WN-12

WN-13

WN-13

WN-14

WN-14

2:28
3.8 mi
2:57
4.0 mi
3:15
4.1 mi
3:37
4.2 mi

10:03
5.5 mi
9:14
5.1 mi
9:08
5.0 mi
8:55
5.0 mi

N33.42952°
W111.37595°
N33.43083°
W111.37286°
N33.43144°
W111.37207°
N33.43224°
W111.37159°

Leg-04
WN-15

WN-15

Photo-8609
Photo-8605
WN-16

P-8609
P-8605
WN-16

Photo-8573
Photo-8589

P-8573
P-8589
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4:37
4.3 mi

6:32
4.5 mi

8:19
4.7 mi

6:32
4.5 mi

N33.43244°
W111.37058°

N33.43320°
W111.37085°

Description
WN-01 → WN-04
Time = 1:21 Distance = 2.3mi Rate = 1.7 mph
Peralta Trailhead Parking
Peralta Trailhead
Trail crosses Streambed
Trail crosses Streambed
Looking South towards trailhead
Fremont Saddle
Looking North at Needle from Fremont Saddle
WN-04 → WN-10
Time = 0:46 Distance = 1.5mi Rate = 1.9 mph
Trail Turn
Straight down valley
Midway down valley
Crosscut Trail Intersection (unmarked)
Pinon Campsite
Main trail exit
WN-10 → WN-14
Time = 1:21 Distance = 0.5mi Rate = 0.3 mph
Streambed crossing
Going uphill
Going uphill
At base of climbs
WN-14 → WN-16
Time = 2:57 Distance = 0.3mi Rate = 0.1 mph
Base of Chimney Pitch
The Chimney Pitch
Looking South, Shortly after begin of descent
Top of the Needle
From Top, looking South West, see trail in
2 “Campsites” on top of needle
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Elevation Graph
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Topo Map
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Support This Effort
If you find this guide helpful, feel free to donate some money to my paypal account to offset the time and effort
required for this guide. It takes a good 40+ hours to create each guide. Thanks! $5.00 Other

More Hikes
You can find more hikes, photos, and even GPS and Google Earth files at our website www.ArtCentrics.com. Go to the
Hiking webpage for a list of available hikes.

The Distribution List
If you would like to be added to our distribution list email us at jtymis2017@ArtCentrics.com. Make sure to have Add
Me to Mailing List in the subject. We will send out periodic updates for new hikes we do along with Astronomy related
events and photos. If you are into gardening out here in the South West, feel free to ask to be added to our Gardening
distribution list where you will get periodic updates and information on gardening out here in the great southwest.

Background/Screensaver images
If you enjoy our photos. Feel free to download our best photos related to Astronomy, Hiking, Gardening and Rock
Climbing at our best photos page on our website www.ArtCentrics.com. Photos are name according to topic, so you can
easily delete any topic photos you don’t care for.

About Our Statistics
Below is a brief description of what exactly each of our statistics represents. All values represent the hike overall, there
will be variation within the hike.
 Average Speed – Based on total time of hike and total distance. We are not power hikers, and are enjoying the view
and taking pictures periodically. This value also includes any extra time/mileage due to route variation for getting
off trail, or just checking out stuff. We recommend you download and examine our Google Earth trail so you can
make appropriate adjustments.
 Hike Rating – This is an overall ranking on the whole hike including views, and generally how enjoyable the hike was.
 Trail Quality – Indicates the quality of trail worn dirt path would be 1 while jagged rocks and scrambling would be
closer to 10. River rock and small boulders in the trail rate as 6. Of course this is a general rating on the route, so
variations will exist in the hike.
 Trail Finding – A measure of how difficult it is to follow a trail. This indicates how many times we were confused as
to what trail to take, or if the trail path is not apparent. Easy to follow trails rate as 1, bushwhacking rate as 10.
 Hike Difficulty – Basically indicates how we feel at the end of the hike. A value of 10 would be beyond our physical
capabilities.
 Hike Type – Hikes are classified as There and Back, Loop, Balloon or Two Point. Two point hikes require a second car
to be parked at the end of the hike.
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